Inventables™ Raises $11.5 Million Series C to Bring 3D Carving to 1 Million Businesses
Cue Ball leads the round with existing investors including True Ventures, Greycroft, and Pipeline Capital participating
Chicago--July 23, 2019-- Inventables, the leader in 3D carving software and machines, is pleased to announce an
$11.5 million Series C funding round. Inventables will invest this new Capital to enhance its innovative 3D design and
carving software, Easel™. The goal is to make Easel compatible with machines manufactured by partner companies.
The funding round was led by Cue Ball with participation from True Ventures, Greycroft, Pipeline Capital, Draper
Associates, Mike Gamson and the CEO of LinkedIn, Jeff Weiner.
“We are excited to see thousands of American businesses using our products for production. This investment
enables Inventables to enhance the functionality and compatibility of our Easel software, helping our business
customers produce products faster and more profitably,” CEO and founder Zach Kaplan said.
Inventables business customers make products using Inventables’ 3D carving software and machines. These
manufacturers use Easel and the X-Carve to produce products like signs, guitars, furniture, drones, and jewelry.
Large enterprises also use 3D carving machines to rapidly prototype ideas before sending them out for larger-scale
manufacturing.
“It is rare that you have the opportunity to be part of a company that has the highest integrity and character of
management with a highly purposeful and exciting product that can reshape and define an entire category. The
integration of software to an incredibly well-engineered, high-value 3D carving machine is simply amazing. We are
honored to be part of this investment group and join Zach and his leadership group,” said Tony Tjan,a Cue Ball
investor who will be joining the Inventables board.
This year Inventables customers will carve more than 4 million projects. Keep up to date on the company’s progress
via the Inventables Instagram account.
About Inventables
Inventables is a 3D carving company offering intuitive software and an easy-to-use carving machine, and unique
carving materials. Easel, our design platform, is the most accessible and user-friendly design software on the market.
Paired with our affordable 3D carving machine, X-Carve, makers of all abilities can produce their first project in
minutes.
Inventables vision is to ignite a new product revolution by bringing manufacturing capability into the hands of millions
of people. Their Easel 3D design and control software is available at www.easel.com. Easel works seamlessly with
Inventables’ X-Carve 3D carving machine to power independent manufacturing and soon, hundreds of other
machines. Finally making digital production a reality.

### Note to editors: High res photos, video and more can be found at inventables.com/press. For more information
about Inventables and their products, please visit their website: www.inventables.com, or by calling 312-775-7009 or
emailing press@inventables.com.

